FLOORING
INSTALLATION
SOLUTIONS
the strong connection

Forbo Eurocol Nederland B.V.
Since its formation in 1972 in the Netherlands, Forbo Eurocol has been part of the Forbo Group, an international quality producer
of floor coverings and speciality products with a workforce of 6000 in 70 offices spread over 26 countries. The Forbo Group is
organised into 3 Strategic Business Units: Forbo Flooring Systems, Forbo Bonding Systems and Forbo Movement Systems.
Forbo Eurocol comes under the Forbo Bonding Systems division where, with 7 branches in 6 countries, there is very close liaison
with the Flooring Systems division continually developing new flooring adhesives and levelling compounds to guarantee the
best quality products for our industry.

Development
Forbo Eurocol is part of the international Forbo Group Adhesives
division and is responsible for the European product range. This
means that Research & Development for these product groups is
co-ordinated in the Netherlands. A team of specialists works on
the development of new products and the optimisation of current
formulas. Special projects are carried out in an intensive co-operation
with various research institutes and advice centres.

Production
All Forbo Eurocol adhesives, smoothing compounds, primers and
moisture barriers are manufactured in our own factories with the
highest quality standards maintained by accurate, undeviating
production control. Forbo Eurocol has a defined programme of
continuous investment in modern production facilities ensuring that
its products are manufactured using the very latest technology.

Delivery
Forbo Eurocol supplies its products to trade distribution outlets and
installers from its well stocked warehouses throughout Europe. In the
UK our commitment to rapid and reliable delivery supports our drive
for the very highest level of customer service.

Support
A quality product on its own does not guarantee success; the right
application is equally important. Therefore Forbo Eurocol attaches
great importance to clear product descriptions and application
instructions and advice from our well-trained technical staff. Sound
advice beforehand and support while carrying out the work are
integral aspects of Forbo Eurocols total service. A team of technical
advisors is ready to help you. The right technical advice can also be
found on our internet site: www.eurocol.com
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BETONDESIGN
PRIMERS

DPM SYSTEMS

REPAIR MORTARS

LEVELLING COMPOUNDS

EMICODE®
IMO CLASSIFICATION / DUST REDUCED
PRIMERS
Forbo Eurocol has an extensive range of primers, so a suitable product is
available for every type of subfloor.

ADHESIVES
LINOLEUM

SURFACE DPM’S
Forbo Eurocol has surface DPM’s suitable for suppressing residual moisture
in stony subfloors on which an impervious or practically impervious floor
covering is to be applied.

ADHESIVES
PVC / CUSHION VINYL / RUBBER

REPAIR MORTARS
Forbo Eurocol has various quick-setting repair mortars for large and small
subfloor repair jobs.

CARPET, NEEDLEFELT
MULTI PURPOSE

LEVELLING COMPOUNDS
When subfloors need to be levelled, the Forbo Eurocol range offers you
the right product for the job. For every subfloor construction or working
process, the Forbo Eurocol range has the solution.

ADHESIVES
RELEASE SYSTEMS

FLOOR COVERING ADHESIVES
The Forbo Eurocol range has the right adhesive for every type of floor
covering. Whether you need to fix linoleum, carpet, cushion vinyl, PVC or
rubber floor covering, a suitable solution is always available.

ADHESIVES
STATIC CONDUCTIVE SYSTEMS

ADHESIVES
CONTACT FIXING

MISCELLANEOUS & TOOLS

PRODUCT INDEXES
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PREPARATION
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PRIMERS

Primers
043 EUROPRIMER ALPHY
Primer specially designed for highly absorbant anydrite Floors
Application: Improving adhesion of plaster-bound levelling compounds
to prevent elephant skin effects in the levelling layer, if the surface of an
anhydrite floor is locally or globally highly absorbent.

044 EUROPRIMER MULTI
Universal primer
Application: To improve the adhesion of levelling compounds and
cement-based tile adhesives on all stony subfloors and self-levelling
anhydrite floors. Also suitable for wooden floors, old, fixed, water-resistant
adhesive residues, asphalt floors, terrazzo, ceramic tiles etc.

049 EUROPRIMER ABS
Primer for absorbent subfloors
Application: To improve the adhesion of levelling compounds on
absorbent, stony subfloors. For improving the top-layer of absorbent, stony
subfloors. Also suitable for self-levelling anhydrite floors, that must be
levelled and/or on which a floor covering must be applied.

Coverage
100 - 200 g/m², for absorbant floors.
Packaging
10 kg can.
Tools
Lambswool roller.

Coverage
100 - 200 g/m².
50 - 100 m²*.
Packaging
10 kg can.
Tools
Foam or lambswool roller, spray-gun.

Coverage
100 - 150 g/m².
65 - 100 m²*.
Packaging
10 kg can.
Tools
Lambswool roller, brush or spray-gun.

*Coverage rates dependant on porosity
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DPM
SYSTEMS
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DPM Systems

2-Component epoxy sealant
Application: For fortifying cement screeds that are crumbling on the
surface. As a DPM, on moisture sensitive subfloors such as cementitious
bases, granite etc. For sealing concrete and cement-based floors against
moisture vapour transmission or residual moisture. For fortifying unstable
surfaces. Applicable on subfloors with an open structure. Also suitable for
sealing cracks and seams in subfloors, in combination with 808 Eurojoint
Connector and 063 Eurotape.

022 EUROBLOCK ONE COAT
Two Component Epoxy Surface DPM.
Application: The 022 Euroblock One Coat is a two component epoxy
surface DPM. In a single coat application it can be used to suppress
moisture vapour up to 98% RH on a variety of substrates that include:
power floated concrete, sand cement screed, terrazzo and ceramic tiled
finishes.

026 EUROBLOCK MULTI
DPM
Application: For suppressing residual construction moisture in sand/
cement screeds and power floated concrete. Suitable for all kinds of floor
covering when applied in two coats. Suitable for very impervious floor
covering when applied in three coats. First coat 1:1 diluted with water.

Coverage
300 - 500 g/m2.
Depending on the condition of the
subfloor.
33 m²* per 10 kg unit.
9.9 m²* per 3 kg unit.

DPM
SYSTEMS

021 EUROBLOCK RENO

Packaging
3 kg or 10 kg tin.
Tools
Lambswool roller.

Coverage
24 m2 = 250 microns thickness
(Moisture Content Below 92% RH).
20 m2 = 350 microns thickness
(Moisture Content up to 98% RH).
Packaging
10 kg Duo Canister.

Coverage
Approx. 50 - 75 g/m², per coat.
When diluted 1:1 with water),
approx. 50 g/m².
Packaging
10 kg can.
Tools
Lambswool roller, brush.

*Coverage rates dependant on porosity
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SMOOTH,
LEVEL
AND REPAIR
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905 EUROPLAN FILL

Coverage
Depending on repair.

Fast drying repair mortar for floor and wall
Application: Quick drying mortar for filling cracks and holes
in stony floors and walls, repairing damaged concrete.
Applicable in a layer thickness from 0-40 mm.

Packaging
4 kg bucket.

922 EUROPLAN FLASH

Coverage
For a 1:4 mixing, approx. 3.5 kg/m²
per cm layer thickness. For a 1:5 mixing,
approx. 2.8 kg/m² per cm layer thickness.

Mortar for making fast setting sand/cement screeds
Application: For unexpected repairs of sand/cement screeds. For rush orders
in floor finishing. After 3 days ready for installing parquet. Suitable for further
finishing after 1 day. Suitable for underfloor heating systems.
Compression strength according to NEN-EN 13892-2: after 28 days > 39 N/mm².
Bending strength according to NEN-EN 13892-2: after 28 days > 4 N/mm².

944 EUROPLAN ALPHY QUICK
Fast setting, firm and French polishing suitable gypsum based repair
mortar.
Application: For filling holes, cracks and irregularities in gypsum-based
walls and floors. Due to the fine structure of the mortar possible to finish
very smooth to almost 0 mm. Suitable for wet areas if thereafter treated
but only in case the subfloor is finished according to the guidelines of the
Eurocol watertight tiling system.

945 EUROPLAN SOLID
Fast setting and firm repair mortar
Application: Suitable for filling deep grooves. For levelling and repairing of
steps and smaller floor surfaces inside. Suitable for filling holes, grooves and
irregularities in cement-based and other stony floors. Not suitable for wet areas
and outdoor applications. Max. layer thickness 50 mm.
Roller-castor-chair resistant from 1 mm.
Compression strength according to NEN-EN 13892-2: after 28 days 31.3 N/mm².
Bending strength according to NEN-EN 13892-2: after 28 days 8.9 N/mm².

Tools
Trowel, putty-knife or floating rule.

Packaging
20 kg bag.
Tools
Trowel and floating rule.

Coverage
5.1 m² per 23 kg at 3 mm thickness.
1.5 kg/m² per mm layer thickness.
Packaging
23 kg bag.
Tools
Trowel, putty-knife or floating rule.

Coverage
6 m² per 23 kg at 3 mm thickness.
1.5 kg/m² per mm layer thickness.
Packaging
23 kg bag.
Tools
Trowel, putty knife or floating rule.

Levelling compounds
900 EUROPLAN RENO
Flexible and ready-mixed levelling compound
Application: For application onto e.g. old vinyl floor covering and
board materials. Max. single layer thickness: 2 mm.

Coverage
1 kg/m² per mm layer thickness.
4 m² at 2 mm thickness.
Packaging
8 kg bucket.
Tools
Trowel or adhesive spreader.

902 EUROPLAN NL

Coverage
Approx. 5 m² at 3 mm layer thickness.

Moisture tolerant two part cement based underlayment
Application: For preparing and smoothing uneven cement-based subfloors.
Both A and B components are HTM61 compliant (protein free) and low in odour.
Can be applied in a layer thickness from 3 to 12 mm. Onto old adhesive residues
max. 6 mm layer thickness. Foot trafficking possible after 90 minutes at 20 °C
and ready for installing floor covering after 4 hours.
Compressive and Flexural strengths: CT-C25-F7.

Packaging
Part A: 20 kg bag (cement).
Part B: 4.8 kg can (latex).
Tools
Smoothing trowel or nothched spreading
comb, a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.
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REPAIR
MORTARS

Repair mortars

Levelling compounds
920 EUROPLAN ALPHY
Self-smoothing, tensions-free hardening anhydrite levelling
compound
Application: For levelling stony subfloors in layers between 2 and 30 mm,
especially anhydrite floors, which are to be covered with a floor covering.
Roller-castor-chair resistant from 2 mm.
Casein free.
Chromium poor.
Compressive strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 25 N/mm².
Flexural strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 7 N/mm².

923 EUROPLAN EXTREME
Self-smoothing, fast drying levelling compound and pouring mortar
Application: For extreme purpose in single layers from 2 to 20 mm.
Moisture tolerable.
Indoor and outdoor purpose.
Accessible after approx. 3 hours.
Compressive strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 32 N/mm².
Flexural strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 9 N/mm².

925 EUROPLAN ALPHY DIRECT
Self-smoothing and very high quality anhydrite
Application: For leveling compound for anhydrite floors without using
a primer. Roller-castor-chair resistant from 2 mm.
Casein free.
Chromium poor.
Compressive strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 42 N/mm².
Flexural strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 12 N/mm².

950 EUROPLAN EASYLIGHT
Self-smoothing, lightweight levelling compound for stony and
wooden subfloors
Application: To level cement-bound and other stony subfloors in layers
of no more than 15 mm. For use on ships, a maximum layer thickness of 10
mm is permitted. Also applicable to wooden floor constructions finished
with wood or cement fibre sheets that need to be covered with floor
covering.

960 EUROPLAN SUPER
Superior self-smoothing levelling compound
Application: For levelling cement-based and other stony floors in layers
up to maximum 10 mm, which are to be covered with a floor covering.
Roller-castor-chair resistant from 2 mm.
Casein free.
Chromium poor.
Compressive strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 42 N/mm².
Flexural strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 12 N/mm².
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Coverage
1.5 kg/m² per mm layer thickness.
Packaging
23 kg bag.
Tools
Smoothing trowel or nothched spreading
comb, a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.

Coverage
1.5 kg/m² per mm layer thickness
Packaging
23 kg bag.
Tools
Smoothing trowel or nothched spreading
comb, a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.

Coverage
1.5 kg/m² per mm layer thickness
Packaging
23 kg bag.
Tools
Smoothing trowel or nothched spreading
comb, a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.

Coverage
1.3 kg/m² per mm layer thickness
Packaging
19 kg bag.
Tools
Smoothing trowel or notched spreading
comb, a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.

Coverage
1.4 kg/m² per mm layer thickness
Packaging
23 kg bag.
Tools
Smoothing trowel or nothched spreading
comb, a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.

Levelling compounds
970 EUROPLAN NIVOLUX

Coverage
1.6 kg/m² per mm layer thickness

Pumpable, self-smoothing levelling compound
Application: For levelling cement-based and other stony floors in
layers from 3 mm up to maximum 25 mm.
Roller-castor-chair resistant.
Chromium poor.
Compressive strength according to NEN-EN 13851:
after 28 days 38.1 N/mm².
Flexural strength according to NEN-EN 13851:
after 28 days 9.73 N/mm².

Tools
Trowel or notched smoothing trowel with
a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.

975 EUROPLAN SPECIAL

Coverage
1.5 kg/m² per mm layer thickness.

Self-smoothing levelling compound
Application: For levelling cement-based and other stony floors
in layers up to maximum 8 mm which are to be covered with
a floor covering.
Roller-castor-chair resistant from 2 mm.
Chromium poor.
Compressive strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days 27.8 N/mm².
Flexural strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days 7 N/mm².

990 EUROPLAN DIRECT
Self-smoothing, very high quality levelling compound
Application: Self-smoothing, very high quality levelling compound.
For direct levelling of cement-based and other stony floors in layers up
to maximum 20 mm. In most cases a primer is not necessary.
Also suitable for levelling wooden floors (boards) in combination with
811 Renofibres.
Roller-castor-chair resistant from 1 mm. Casein free. Chromium poor.
Compressive strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 30 N/mm².
Flexural strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days > 12 N/mm².

991 EUROPLAN DIRECT RAPID
Self-smoothing, very high quality, fast drying levelling compound
Application: For levelling stony floors in layers up to 20 mm.
On very strong porous and moisture sensitive subfloors
(e.g. anhydrite, magnesite, water-soluble adhesive residues etc.)
it is necessary to use a primer.
Roller-castor-chair resistant from 1 mm. Casein free. Chromium poor.
Compressive strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days 27.8 N/mm².
Flexural strength according to NEN-EN 13851: after 28 days 7 N/mm².

999 EUROPLAN BASIC
Self-smoothing levelling compound for stony subfloors.
Application: For levelling cement-based and other stony subfloors in
layers up to maximum 5 mm, which are to be covered with a floor covering.

LEVELLING
COMPOUNDS

Packaging
23 kg bag.

Packaging
23 kg bag.
Tools
Smoothing trowel or nothched spreading
comb, a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.

Coverage
1.5 kg/m² per mm layer thickness.
Packaging
23 kg bag.
Tools
Smoothing trowel or nothched spreading
comb, a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.

Coverage
1.5 kg/m² per mm layer thickness.
Packaging
23 kg bag.
Tools
Smoothing trowel or nothched spreading
comb, a spiked roller, mix/pump installation.

Coverage
1.6 kg/m² per mm of layer
thickness.
Packaging
25 kg bag.
Tools
Trowel or notched squeegee in
combination with a spiked roller.
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Emicode®

Forbo Eurocol products classified with an EMICODE® label comply with the classification criteria issued by the Technical Council of the GEV. Testing has to
be performed in accordance with the GEV-testing method. Test certificates of the EMICODE® labelled products are available.
A Forbo Eurocol product labelled with an EMICODE® is solvent free and has very low emission. Solvents, or Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are emitted
as gases from certain solids or liquids. VOCs include a variety of chemicals, some of which may have short- and long-term adverse health effects. Organic
compounds that volatilise slowly at standard temperature (20 degrees C and 1 atm pressure) are called Semi Volatile Organic Compounds (SVOC).
In case Forbo Eurocol cement-based products comply with the general GEV requirements, but carry risk or safety phrases meaning special measures for
ensuring occupational safety may be needed, the products are labelled with the EMICODE® label amended by the appendage “R”.

GEV limit values

EC 1PLUS

EC 1

EC 2

TVOC* in µg/m³ after 3 days

< 750

< 1000

< 3000

TVOC* in µg/m³ after 28 days

< 60

< 100

< 300

TSVOC ** in µg/m³ after 28 days

< 40

< 50

< 100

* TVOC = Total Volatile Organic Compounds
** TSVOC = Total Semi Volatile Organic Compounds
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EMICODE® emission class

Imo classification
U.S. Coast Guard Approval
No. 164.106/EC0736/113.105
Forbo Eurocol products 044 Europrimer Multi, 960 Europlan Super and
540 Eurosafe Special are IMO labelled and certified. This means that these
products are approved and allowed for installation of floor covering in
ships.

EMICODE®
IMO CLASSIFICATION /
DUST REDUCED

year

Dust reduced
Levelling compounds marked with our “90% dust reduced logo”will provide an enormous advantage
compared to applying “conventional”cement- or gypsum based levelling compounds. The amount
of small particles in the powder has been reduced. This leads to healthier working conditions for the
applier but also to lesser dust in the surrounding, especially for renovation projects or environments
where dust can be a problem (e.g. hospitals). Moreover, the carrying weight per bag is not more than
23 kgs!

Casein free and chromium poor
If listed that a product is casein free it means that it does not contain any materials that might affect the (living-) environment.
All Forbo Eurocol levelling compounds are chromium poor. This means that the powder, when mixed with water, will contain no
more than 0.0002% (2ppm) soluble Chromium VI of the total dry weight of the cement content of this product. This will strongly
reduce the risk of an allergic reaction.
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HIGH INITIAL
GRAB
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Adhesives for linoleum
414 EUROFLEX LINO PLUS
Linoleum adhesive with a fast adhesion
Application: For the installation of linoleum in sheets and tiles,
colovinyl and linoleum in decorative designs and mosaic. High
initial adhesion strength and roller-castor-chair resistant.

Coverage
400 - 450 g/m².
32.5 m2 per 14 kg unit.
17.41 m2 per 7.5 kg unit.
Packaging
14 kg bucket.
7.5 kg bucket.
Tools
Adhesive spreader no. 850/B1.
Trowel – 2.0 mm x 6.0 mm (V-notched).

Very low emission linoleum adhesive with a fast adhesion
Application: For the installation of linoleum in sheets and tiles,
linoleum in decorative designs and mosaic cork-underlayment
and colovinyl. High initial adhesion strength and roller-castorchair
resistant.

Coverage
260 - 300 g/m².
42 m² per 11 kg unit.
Packaging
14 kg bucket.
ADHESIVES
LINOLEUM

614 EUROSTAR LINO PLUS

Tools
Adhesive spreader no. 850/B1.
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FOR A SECURE
FIXING
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Adhesives for PVC / cushion vinyl / rubber

Water-resistant 2-component PU-adhesive
Application: For the installation of rubber tiles and PVC floor
covering in sheets and tiles, vinyl floor covering, metal, concrete
and ceramic material. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Resistant against heavy loads.

540 EUROSAFE SPECIAL
Floor covering adhesive with a fast adhesion
Application: For the installation of PVC floor covering in sheets
and tiles, cushion vinyl, carpet with PVC backing, rubber floor
covering in sheets and tiles with a smooth back and polyolefin
floor covering. Depending on the application and circumstances
a so-called “wet”, “half-wet” or “dry-contact” installation is possible.
Roller-castor-chair resistant.

543 EUROSAFE DECO
Pressure sensitive, very low emission floor covering adhesive with a
fast adhesion
Application: High quality floor covering adhesive for installing
dimensional stable PVC sheets, tiles and strips onto even subfloors.
High permanent tack, easy application and favourable spreading capactiy.
Roller-castor-chair resistant.

640 EUROSTAR SPECIAL
Very low emission floor covering adhesive with a fast adhesion
Application: For the installation of PVC floor covering in sheets
and tiles, cushion vinyl, carpet with PVC backing, rubber floor
covering with a smooth back and polyolefin floor covering.
Depending on the application and circumstances a so-called
“wet”, “half-wet” or “dry-contact” installation is possible.
Roller-castor-chair resistant.

646 EUROSTAR PREMIUM
Very low-emitting, moisture-resistant flooring adhesive specifically
for Natural Linoleum Tiles (e.g. Marmoleum Modular)
Application: Also suitable for PVC strips and tiles and rubber tiles,
according to the wet-set application method. Good resistance against
cleaning water.

Coverage
550 - 650 g/m².
12 m2 per 6.9 kg tin.
Packaging
6.9 kg tin.
Tools
Adhesive spreader.

Coverage
250 - 350 g/m².
52 m2 per 13 kg bucket.
Packaging
13 kg bucket.
Tools
Adhesive spreader no. 852/A2.
Trowel – 1.5 mm x 5.0 mm (v-notched).

Coverage
100 - 150 g/m², if installed
70 - 100 m²
onto levelled subfloors.

ADHESIVES
PVC
CUSHION VINYL
RUBBER

140 EUROMIX PU

Packaging
10 kg rectangle bucket.
Tools
Lambswool roller or brush.

Coverage
225 - 275 g/m².
53 m2 per 12 kg bucket.
Packaging
12 kg bucket.
Tools
Adhesive spreader no. 852/A2.
Trowel – 1.5 mm x 5.0 mm (v-notched).

Coverage
400 - 450 g/m².
Packaging
12 kg bucket.
Tools
Pajarito spreader TKB-A tooth blade A3
for Marmoleum Modular. Lamswool
roller.
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CARPET,
NEEDLEFELT
AND MULTIPURPOSE
ADHESIVES
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Carpet and needlefelt adhesive
608 EUROSTAR RENO
Very low VOC-emission and carpet adhesive with
a high initial grab.
Application: For installing carpet (with a back of natural jute or
synthetic fabric) and needlefelt on impervious subfloors: old and
water-resistant adhesive residues, epoxy floors, coated floors, powerfloated floors and old solid floor covering.

Coverage
300 - 500 g/m², depending on
the back quality and the subfloor.
Packaging
14 kg bucket.
Tools
Eurocol spreader no. 850/B1. In case
of strong structured back qualities
and/or adhesive residues use a large
size spreader (spreader B2 or B3).

Multi-purpose adhesives

Multi-purpose floor covering adhesive with a fast adhesion
Application: For the installation of carpet and carpet tiles with a
synthetic back, hessian-backed carpet, carpet with a back of PVC,
needlefelt, linoleum, corkment, PVC and cushion vinyl on absorbent
subfloors. Roller-castor-chair resistant.

530 EUROSAFE CORK
Wall and floor covering adhesive with a fast adhesion
Application: For the installation of carpet, linoleum, wall carpet,
cork wall and floor tiles and bulletin board on permanently dry
walls, floors and stairs.

Coverage
325 - 425 g/m²
43 - 50 m² per unit.
Packaging
15 kg bucket.
Tools
B1: 325 - 425 g/m².
A2: 300 - 350 g/m².
1.5 mm x 5.0 mm.

CARPET
NEEDLEFELT
MULTI-PURPOSE

500 EUROSAFE MULTI

Coverage
550 - 650 g/m².
24 m² per 13.5 kg unit.
Packaging
13.5 kg bucket.
Tools
Adhesive spreader
no. 850/B1.
2.0 mm x 6.0 mm
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RELEASE
SYSTEMS
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Release systems

Fixative
Application: For the removal and non-skid installation of carpet
tiles on smooth subfloors. Easy to apply and excellent adhesion
properties. Odour neutral.

Coverage
100 - 150 g/m², on porous subfloors
up to 200 m².
Packaging
10 kg can.
Tools
Lambswool roller or brush.

ADHESIVES
RELEASE
SYSTEMS

542 EUROFIX TACK PLUS

21

GUARANTEED
CONDUCTIVITY
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Static conductive systems
041 EUROPRIMER EL
Conductive primer
Application: Conductive primer for use inconjunction with conductive
floor coverings and conductive adhesives.
Conductive resistant: > 3 x 105 Ω (EN 13 415).

Coverage
120 - 150 g/m².
83 m².
Packaging
10 kg can.
Tools
Lambswool roller or brush.

615 EUROSTAR LINO EL
Very low emission conductive linoleum adhesive with a fast
adhesion.
Application: Forthe installation of conductive linoleum (Ohmex).
Conductive resistant: >3 x 105 Ω (EN 13 415).
Roller-castor-chair resistant.

641 EUROSTAR SPECIAL EL

Packaging
11 kg bucket.
Tools
Adhesive spreader B2.
2.0 mm x 6.0 mm

Coverage
TKB S1: 260 - 300 g/m².
46 m².
Packaging
12 kg bucket.
Tools
Adhesive spreader TKB S1 for
rubber and PVC.
1.5 mm x 5.0 mm.
ADHESIVES
STATIC
CONDUCTIVE
SYSTEMS

Very low emission conductive adhesive with a fast adhesion
Application: For the installation of conductive carpet,
conductive PVC floor covering in sheets and tiles and conductive
rubber floor covering in sheets and tiles with a smooth back.
Conductive resistant: >3 x 105 Ω (EN 13 415).
Roller-castor-chair resistant

Coverage
260 - 300 g/m².
42 m².

801 COPPER-STRIP

Product Dimensions
20 metres (length) x 10 mm (width).

Self-sticking copper-strip
Application: Tobe applied in combination with 041 Europrimer EL,
when installing a conductive floor covering.

Tools
Pressing roller.
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CONTACT
ADHESIVES
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Contact adhesives
233 EUROSOL CONTACT
Fast setting contact adhesive
Application: For the double-stick installation of PVC floor
covering, rubber and plastic extrusions, linoleum, leather, board,
cork, carpet and foam-rubber. Flammable.

Coverage
200 - 250 g/m²,
50 m² per unit.
Packaging
10 kg drum,
5 kg drum.
Tools
Adhesive spreader A4 or brush.

650 EUROSTAR FASTCOL
Coverage
250 g/m² per layer,
30 m² per unit.
Packaging
7.5 kg rectangle bucket.
Tools
Enclosed structure roller.

ADHESIVES
CONTACT
FIXING

Strong, low emission dispersion-based contact adhesive
Application: For the double-stick installation of carpet on stairs,
PVC- stair nosing and skirting, rubber stair, nosing, cork flooring
etc.
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MISCELLANEOUS
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Miscellaneous
014 EUROCLEAN
Ready-for-use cleaning and degreasing solution
Application: For degreasing ceramic tiles, marble, terrazzo and wooden
floors, linoleum, swimming pools, concrete enamel etc. Also applicable as
a rapid cleaner for removing dirt, grease, oil, diesel-oil, ink and nicotineresidues. Completly biodegradable.

Coverage
Approx. 100 g/m².
Due to the large variety of possible
subfloors and the porosity of the
subfloor that is to be treated, the
exact spreading capacity is to be
determined on the project.
Packaging
10 kg can.

063 EUROTAPE

Coverage
Depending on the length of the crack.

Armature
Application: For connecting cracks and seams in subfloors in
combination with 021 Euroblock Reno.

Packaging
Box of 100 m1. 150 mm width.
Tools
Gloves.

806 FOAM STRIP PROFIL

Packaging
Box with 4 rolls x 25 m.

Self-adhering L-shaped PE-foam strip
Application: Self-adhering L-shaped PE-foam strip. Prevents
damage or marking of the skirting during the levelling/
smoothing process. Perfect noise reduction to the wall.
Watertight wall/floor connection possible in combination with DPM.

808 EUROJOINT CONNECTOR

Coverage
Every 30 - 40 cm.

For strengthening cracks in subfloors in combination
with 021 Euroblock Reno.
Application: In concrete-, cement- and anhydrite subfloors.

Packaging
Box of 1000 pieces.

For reinforcement of levelling compounds.
Application: For rreinforcement of levelling compounds.
Improves the flexible strength of levelling /smoothing
underlayment’s. Once mixed into a levelling / smoothing
underlayment, its use enables the product to be applied to
wooden based substrates.

846 QUARTZSAND
Flame-dried sand
Application: By sprinkling flame-dried 846 Quartzsand in
mixed wet 021 Euroblock Reno, the adhesion of
levelling compounds is optimized. Can be used as a
bulking out agent. Grain size 0.4 - 0.8 mm.

Coverage
250 grams to 23 or 25 kg of levelling
compound.
Packaging
Box of 50 pieces of 250 gram.

Coverage
Net spreading capacity app. 1.500 g/m²,
after sweeping and vacuuming.
Gross spreading capacity app. 4.000 g/m².
Packaging
25 kg bag.
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MISCELLANEOUS
& TOOLS

811 RENOVEZELS

Tools
854 MIXING BUCKET
Solid synthetic mixing bucket with
handles and kg indication. Very suitable for mixing levelling compounds.
Content: 30 l.

855 MIXER
Especially designed iron mixer, for mixing repair mortars and levelling
compounds.

856 FOAM ROLLER
High quality foam roller for the application of primers in combination with
857 Roller Handle.
Width: 25 cm.

857 ROLLER HANDLE
Firm handle for 856 Foam Roller.
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Tools
812 ADHESIVE SPREADER

817 ADHESIVE SPREADER

Notched spreader for 646 Eurostar Premium
adhesive for installing PVC strips or tiles.
Width: 18 cm
Triangle-shaped
61: Pajarito Fein with tooth blade.

Notched spreader for 646 Eurostar Premium
adhesive for installing PVC strips or tiles.
Width: 25 cm
Triangle-shaped
61: Pajarito Fein with tooth blade.
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818 ADHESIVE SPREADER

819 ADHESIVE SPREADER

Notched spreader for 646 Eurostar Premium
adhesive for installing Natural Linoleum Tiles
(for example Marmoleum Modular).
Width: 18 cm
Trapezium-shaped
A3: Pajarito spreader TKB-A tooth blade.

Notched spreader for 646 Eurostar Premium
adhesive for installing Natural Linoleum Tiles
(for example Marmoleum Modular).
Width: 25 cm
Trapezium-shaped
A3: Pajarito spreader TKB-A tooth blade.

A3

A3

850 ADHESIVE SPREADER

851 ADHESIVE SPREADER

Notched spreader for floor covering
adhesives
Width: 18 cm
Trapezium-shaped
B1: 2.1 x 2.7 mm “V” notched.

Notched spreader for floor covering
adhesives.
Width: 25 cm.
Trapezium-shaped.
B1: 2.1 x 2.7 mm “V” notched.

B1

B1

852 ADHESIVE SPREADER

853 ADHESIVE SPREADER

Notched spreader for floor covering
adhesives.
Width: 18 cm.
Trapezium-shaped.
A2: 1.65 x 1.2 mm “V” notched.

Notched spreader for floor covering
adhesives.
Width: 25 cm.
Trapezium-shaped.
A2: 1.65 x 1.2 mm “V” notched.

A2

MISCELLANEOUS
& TOOLS

61

A2
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Primers product guide
PRIMERS
SUBFLOOR

PREPARATION

Sand/cement screed

Mechanically clean and make free from dust.

Power floated floor

Remove surface laitance and curing compound
by mechanical means and make free from dust.

Anhydrite floor

Mechanically clean and make free from dust.

Flooring grade asphalt base

Make free from dust.

Ceramic tiled base

Degrease, make free from dust.

Epoxy coated base

Degrease, make free from dust.

Terrazzo base

Mechanically clean and make free from dust.

Adhesive residues

Remove adhesive residues by mechanical
means and make free from dust.

Wooden base

Fix all loose boards and plug any holes. Lightly
abrade the surface and make free from dust.

Metal base

Lightly abrade the surface. Remove all surface
contaminates liable to impede adhesion. Protect
immediately against new corrosion.

Gypsum based floor panels

Make free from dust.

021

043

044

049

24

2

2

1-2

(1)

(1)

(1)

PROPERTIES
Drying time in hours
Aggregate blind directly with 846 Quartzsand after application
TOOLS
Foam roller
Lambswool roller

(1) = To be used in conjunction with an extremely porous subfloor.
Appropriate Advice
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Surface damp proof membrane product guide
DPM SYSTEMS
SUBFLOOR

021*

022

026

Sand/cement base
Power floated base
Anhydrite base

(1)

Flooring grade asphalt base
Ceramic tiled base
Epoxy coated base
Terrazzo base
Adhesive residues
Wooden base
Metal base
Gypsum based floor panels
PROPERTIES
Drying time in hours

approx.
12 hours

approx.
5.5 hours

approx. 1 hour

Suitable for linoleum

in 2 coats

in 1 coat

in 2 coats

Suitable for PVC and rubber

in 2 coats

in 1 coat

in 3 coats

30 minutes

2 hours

N/A

approx.
12 hours

N/A

approx.
20-60 minutes

Potlife
Apply next coat after
After applying the last coat, sprinkle directly with
846 Quartzsand or prime after 24 hours with 044 Europrimer Multi

only 044

TOOLS
Lambs wool roller / fluff free paint roller
2mm x 5mm ‘V’ notched adhesive trowel
Important points of attention for the use of DPM systems:
• The moisture vapour content of the base should be known and recorded prior to the application of the chosen damp proof membrane system.
• With best practise in mind, all base substrates should be mechanically prepared to provide a contaminant free surface with a fine texture.
• Subfloors need to be levelled in a minimum layer thickness of 3 mm prior to application of dispersion based adhesives. N.B. A levelling compound not
only prevents irregularities in the subfloor from ‘grinning’ through the floor covering but also absorbs moisture from the dispersion adhesive.
• The requirements for the installation of all resilient flooring products and auxiliary systems are detailed within the British Standard 8203:2001 + A1:2009
which is the resilient floorcovering industries code of practise.

*

can be used in conjunction with an underfloor heating system.

PRODUCT
INDEXES

(1) = Seek advice from technical advisor.
Appropriate Advice
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Repair Mortar product guide
REPAIR MORTAR
SUBFLOOR

944

905

945

021

Sand/cement base
Power floated base
Anhydrite base

(1)

Porous cementitious base
Flooring grade asphalt base
Ceramic tiled base
Epoxy coated base
Terrazzo base
Adhesive residues
Wooden base
Metal base
Gypsum based floor panels
PROPERTIES
Basis

andhydrite

cement

cement

epoxy

Working time

25 mins.

5 mins.

15 mins.

30 mins.

Drying time

24 hours

15 mins.

24 hours

24 hours

2 - 4 hours

25 mins.

1 hour

24 hours

yes

yes

Passable after
Addition of 846 Quartzsand possible

1:1

Aggregate blind with 846 Quartzsand

Apply a thin layer of 044 Europrimer Multi. (N.B. Anhydrite / Gypsum based surfaces can also be primed with 049 Europrimer ABS).
Sprinkle floor with water or prime with a thin layer of 044 Europrimer Multi /049 Europrimer ABS.
Apply a thin layer of 044 Europrimer Multi /049 Europrimer ABS.
For filling and fixing cracks and seams in cementitious subfloors, may be used in combination with 808 Eurojoint Connector strips.

(1) = Seek advice from technical advisor.
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yes

Levelling compound product guide
LEVELLING COMPOUNDS
SUBFLOOR

PREPARATION

Sand/cement base

1+2+5

Power floated base

1+2+5

Anhydrite base

1+2

Anhydrite base

1+2+5

Porous cementitious base

1+2+5

Flooring grade asphalt base

2+5

Ceramic tiled base

4+5

Epoxy coated base

1+5

Terrazzo base

4+5

Adhesive residues

1+5

Wooden floor (+ 811 Renofibres)

990* 991*

950

960

970

975

999

920

925* 902*

3+2+5

Metal base

1+5

Gypsum based floor panels

2+5

Preparation
1. Lightly abrade the surface by mechanical means to remove all surface contaminates liable to impede adhesion.
2. Make free from dust.
3. Fix all loose boards and plug any holes.
4. Degrease the base.
5. Apply a suitable primer.
Priming is not necessary with their application
Appropriate Advice

PRODUCT
INDEXES

*
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Floor covering adhesives and release systems product guide
FLOOR COVERING ADHESIVES AND RELEASE SYSTEMS
TYPE OF FLOOR COVERING

140

233

500

540

414

608

614

615

640

641

650

542

543

646

Hessian backed carpet
Synthetic backed carpet
PVC backed carpet
Needle felt carpet
Carpet tiles
Linoleum (sheets)
Linoleum (tiles)
Static conductive Linoleum Sheet
PVC sheet, stripes and tiles
Cushion backed vinyl
Static conductive PVC sheet and tiles
Rubber (sheet)
Rubber (tiles)
Polyolefine backed floor covering

The bonding of dispersion adhesives depends on:
• Air and subfloor temperature.
• Relative Humidity.
• Moisture absorbing ability of the subfloor and floor covering.
• Correct application thickness of the product used.
Appropriate Advice
Please be advised that the information supplied within this brochure is based upon extensive experience and is deemed factually correct at the time of
print; however, please note that we reserve the right to update this information at any time without prior notice. This brochure supersedes all previous
documentation and users must ensure that it is the current issue prior to quoting from its content.
Should you wish to establish the legitimacy of this edition, please contact our headquarters on 08456 081 304.
A member of our team is ready to help you!
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PRODUCT
INDEXES

Situation drawings
1. MOISTURE CONTENT BELOW 75% RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Specification 1a

Specification 1b

Floor covering

Floor covering

Adhesive

Adhesive

Cementitous Base
Cementitous Base

902 Europlan Latex Premium*

902 Europlan Latex Premium*

*Please note that the cementitious layer marked with a * can be

044 Europrimer Multi

*Please note that the cementitious layer marked with a * can be

replaced with 960 / 975 / 990 / 991 leveling compounds.

replaced with 990 / 991 leveling compounds.
Specification 1c

Specification 1d
Floor covering

Floor covering

Adhesive

Adhesive

Anhydrite Base
Anhydrite Base

925 Europlan Alphy Direct
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920 Europlan Alphy

044 Europrimer Multi

2. MOISTURE CONTENT ABOVE 75% RELATIVE HUMIDITY (max. 98% RH)

Specification 2a: DPM 021 + 044 PRIMER

Specification 2b: DPM 021 + 846 QUARTSZAND

Floor covering

Floor covering

Adhesive
Adhesive

Cementitous Base
with Underfloor Heating

Cementitous Base
with Underfloor Heating

044 Europrimer Multi
021 Euroblock Reno(2 Coat)
nd

902 Europlan Latex Premium*

021 Euroblock Reno(2nd Coat)
+ 846 Quartzsand
990 Europlan Direct *

021 Euroblock Reno(1st Coat)

Specification 2c: DPM 044 + 902 without 044

021 Euroblock Reno(1st Coat)

Specification 2d: DPM 026

Floor covering

Floor covering

Adhesive

Adhesive

Cementitous Base

Cementitous Base

026 Euroblock Multi
(2nd Neat Coat)
021 Euroblock Reno(2nd Coat)
902 Europlan Latex Premium

902 Europlan Latex Premium*
026 Euroblock Multi
(1:1 Diluted Coat)

021 Euroblock Reno(1st Coat)

Specification 2e: DPM 022

026 Euroblock Multi
(1st Neat Coat)

Specification 2f: DPM 022 + 044
Floor covering

Floor covering

Adhesive

Adhesive

Cementitous Base
with Underfloor Heating

Cementitous Base

044 Europrimer Multi

022 Euroblock one coat

*Please note that the cementitious layer marked with a * can be replaced with 960 / 975 / 990 / 991 leveling compounds.

PRODUCT
INDEXES

990 Europlan Direct *
902 Europlan Latex Premium

022 Euroblock one coat
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Forbo Eurocol Nederland B.V.,
Industrieweg 1-2, 1520 AC Wormerveer

12/15

T +31 (0)75 627 16 00, F +31 (0)75 628 35 64
info.eurocol@forbo.com, www.eurocol.com
Technical advices +31 (0)75 627 16 30
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Eurocol is part of the Forbo Group

